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Hushed can be read as a standalone novel
and is the first book in the Western Palm
series. When Tess meets stepbrothers
Blake and Jason, their differences and her
past push her toward Jason even though
shes instantly drawn to Blake.
Tess
quickly learns people arent always who
they seem to be when her relationship with
Jason ends.
A spring break trip pushes
Blake and Tess together leaving them
unable to deny the way they feel for each
other. While they fall for one another Tess
history with Jason leads them to try to keep
their growing relationship a secret from
their friends. Sneaking around and hiding
behind doors adds a certain spark, but they
both feel the countdown ticking, leaving
them wondering when it will all come out
and what will happen.
An angry Jason
spills a secret from his and Blakes past that
makes Tess question how real her
relationship with Blake was. Secrets can
ruin everything. Can the truth bring them
back together? Recommended for 17+ due
to language and sexual situations.
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